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ALL WELDED HEAVY-DUTY LOCKERS
"CONCORDE" SERIES WITH PIANO HINGE
Sloping top (option)

Hooks

For easy cleaning and keeping
locker tops cleaned.

3 heavy-duty hooks including two
on the side panels and one in the
center of the back. The ends of the
hooks are round and polished.

Hat shelf
Hat shelf 22 gauge for personal
storage of hats, gloves, toiletries,
books, etc.
(additional shelf available)

Heavy-Duty door
Full lenght double wall 20 gauge
built and flush fitted into the
frame. The inside door panel has a
steel reinforcement and is
assembled by eight mig welding
on each side.

Heavy-Duty frame
Welded door frame is constructed
of 16 gauge steel for added
rigidity. A triple edge at 90
degrees makes a door stopping
full height to receive this one.
Corner joints are ______
mig welded
giving a high rigidity to the locker.

Hinge
Piano hinge, 16 gauge.

Latch

The handle full height is made of
18 gauge steel to facilitate the
opening of the door at any place.

Each door is equipped with a solid
riveted magnetic latch to keep the
door closed.
A friction latch
installed between the frame and
the door is available in option.

Numbering plates (option)

Bottom

Black plastic plates are numbered
with white engraved numbers.
Each plate is fitted to the door and
securely fixed with pop-rivets.

The bottom is made of 22 gauge
galvanized steel and is provided
with twelve openings of ventilation
of 1" X 1/4". The bottom forms a
door stopping full width.

Handle

Hasp

Material

The hasp (11 gauge) is fixed by
___
mig welding and allows the easy
installation of the padlock.

Made from cold rolled steel, the
construction is all welded without
bolts. All burrs are removed to
avoid injuries.

Ventilation

Large colour selection

Contemporary styled louvers at
top and bottom for ventilation of
contents (12 holes of 1" X 1/4").

Recessed base (option) not shown
Base 4" high, 1" recessed for easy
cleaning and increase protection
of lockers from foot kicks and rust.

Available:
From 1 to 6 tiers high
Note: For safety, all lockers are required to be floor or wall anchored.

A wide range of colours is available
to blend with any office, school or
industrial setting.

Durable finish
Tough baked enamel finish (lust
40-45%) keeps its good looks for
years.
Standard accessories per door:
1 tier high:
- 1 shelf
- 3 hooks
- hasp for padlock

